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DOMETIC COOLFREEZE
CFX 75DZW Mobile

compressor dual-zone
cooler and freezer 

        

   

   

  

Product description:  

Specifically designed to fit all kinds of vehicles, the CFX Series is a range of compact portable
compressor fridges and/or freezers to keep food and drinks well chilled or even frozen while out
on the road. The range includes a variety of models including an ultra-compact cooler and one
with two separate temperature zones for simultaneous cooling and freezing.

A powerful and uncompromising compressor cooler with special CFX electronics and two
separate temperature zones. Energy-saving and quiet operation.

LED light
Energy efficient LED interior light.

Easy to carry
Space-saving folding and detachable carrying handles.

Robust
Heavy-duty design with reinforced corners and a robust closing mechanism.

USB port
USB port for charging small electronic devices.

Efficient deep-freezing
Sensational deep-freeze performance down to –7 °F with minimal energy consumption.
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WiFi App
Temperature control via WiFi App.

Award-winning fridge/freezer
The Dometic CFX series represents the next generation of portable coolers. Firstly, there's the
CFX Special Electronics which include an intelligent automatic turbo cooler and memory function
to remember your preferred settings. Then not only is it suitable for deep freezing down to –22 °C
but it can also operate on solar power. This premium compressor cooler provides superbly quiet,
highly-efficient and powerful cooling performance, regardless of the ambient temperature. Its two
separate compartments can be cooled independently to the temperature of your choice, allowing
simultaneous cooling and freezing. There's even a USB charging port for charging small electrical
devices. Comfortably take this amazing cooler and freezer wherever you go thanks to
conveniently detachable carry handles. While heavy-duty details like reinforced corners, stainless
steel hinges and a robust lid lining, mean Dometic's award-winning CFX series coolers will
withstand the most demanding of loads. On top of all this, you can effortlessly monitor and control
the cooling temperature by an app on your smartphone or tablet!

Tested in the most extreme weather conditions!
The Dometic CFX powered cooler has excellent cooling performance in high ambient
temperatures. We know this because its tested in the harsh conditions and extreme heat of the
Australian desert! Its rugged, efficient, and ready for action. The CFX is our most awarded
product and you'll quickly understand why.

The best powered cooler!
The Dometic CFX 75DZW Dual Zone Portable Fridge/Freezer is an extremely powerful
compressor cooler which has 2 compartments for cooling and freezing with separate controls and
lids. Fresh foods, bottled drinks and frozen foods can therefore be all stored at optimal
temperature conditions. With two separate temperature zones allowing cooling and freezing at
the same time! The CFX 75DZW has an innovative feature where the temperature can be set and
monitored from either the built-in control panel or with an easy-to-use WiFi app from your mobile
Android or iPhone, which can be downloaded from the respective app stores.

Where does the CFX get its immense power?
Compressor cooling technology, used in Dometic's CFX series, offers unrivalled cooling power.
But how does it work? Well, it relies on a refrigerant that changes from a liquid to gaseous state in
the evaporator. The evaporation process extracts heat from the interior of the cooling unit,
causing the temperature to drop. The compressor draws in the refrigerant, compresses it and
passes it on to the condenser. From here, the absorbed heat is released into the atmosphere.
The refrigerant liquefies and flows back to the evaporator, where the cycle begins again. The
result of this is an excellent cooling performance, capable of deep-freezing, even at extreme
ambient temperatures.

Simultaneous cooling and freezing
Do you want to store fresh produce or preferably frozen food? Actually this is not the question
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here. Dometic CFX DZ series coolers satisfy all your needs with their dual-zone refrigeration
system. Even simultaneous cooling and freezing is possible. The larger CFX DZW models gives
you two practical extra features. First, the temperature can be set and monitored with an easy-to-
use WiFi app. Second, the two temperature zones have separate controls, so they can be
precisely set as required. this fridge and freezer har unbeatable quality features, we know you will
appreciate!

High-tech cooler for universal use
If you want to store fresh food and bottled drinks this cooler will satisfy all your needs. The
Dometic CoolFreeze CFX 75DZW with its two temperature zones makes simultaneous cooling
and freezing possible. This high-tech cooler is impressively efficient, quiet and built to withstand
the most demanding of loads; yet is also remarkably lightweight and easy to transport. Separate
compartments for cooling and freezing down to –22 °C. You can even change settings via an
app!

Not binding images and technical data.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50 / 60
Voltage (V): 100-120 / 200-240
Length (mm): 495
Width (mm): 887
Height (mm): 472
Dry weight (Kg): 31
Feed Type: 12 / 24 V - 100-240 V
Product type: Compressor refrigerator
Colour: Grey
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 70
Freezer (L): 0-70
Climate class: N,T
Energy class: A+
Coolant: R134A
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